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ref: -BHAZ01 - EP - Vinyl - Total time: 24:40
Title: Geometria
Artist: Downrocks
Style: Electro
Feats: Moockie, Koa.

5 Tracks mainly by Kapi and remixed by Moockie (Barcelona) and Koa (Barcelona). This record was done in 1999 and because some circumstances was file till now, being the first reference
of Downrocks, the personal project from Kapi, composer and producer from Barcelona. He was involved with the spanish Hip Hop music scene from 80’s. He started as a bboy (Breakdance)
and as a graffiti writer, both elements that clearly influence his compositions. He was on stages as rap MC with bands like Underrap (1988-1991) and RS232 (1991-1995) while he also
produced the music from those and other rap crews like Psicohiphopatas and Jauría (La Trama). Also was involved with the born of the Electro music scene in Spain publishing songs on
the first records about, like the compilation Elektrodomésticos (1998) and the first maxi-singles from the label “Headspin-Tu Pierdes” like “NRG Beats” from Zeta, “Rock It!” from
Khosmaker (A.K.A. Alek Stark) or “Beat It!” from Moockie.
Definition of Electro sound is hard to explain nowadays like happens with the most of the musical definitions, but we can say that Downrocks Electro is influenced by the sound of 80’s, the
Electro that was born from the machines of Kraftwerk and step to a new music genre that today can be consider part of the history of Hip Hop. Kapi is trying to keep this essences, the
one from the german crew Kraftwerk, the one from the first sound at the east coast (NY, Miami) and of course the “soul” of the city where this sound had the big Boom, Los Angeles.
www.downrocks.com
www.myspace.com/downrocks
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